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Next Meeting
Monday 9:30 

January 30, 2017
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My Distribution List
• I use my distribution list to send out meeting notices, links to 

presentations, and occasionally notices that I think are important to 
the Apple community

• To get on or off my distribution list, send a message to 
irishdf@me.com 

•Note:  When I get failures several times for an individual, I remove 
the name from my list, so if you suddenly stop getting my emails and 
want to get back on, send me a note.
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Apple News!
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Apple News
•A Chinese woman reportedly got each of her twenty 

boyfriends to buy her an iPhone 7, then turned around and 
sold them all to buy a house.  😃

•Apple has dissolved the division which develops the AirPort 
Express,  AirPort Extreme, and AirPort Time Capsule.   The 
wireless routers are still available for purchase for now.

•Apple will replace some iPhone 6s batteries that are having 
unexpected device shutdowns.  This covers devices 
manufactured between September and October 2015
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Apple Book
•Apple just announced a hardbound photo book titled “Designed by 

Apple in California”

• It’s available in two sizes, a 10.2 x 12.8 inch version for $199 and a 
13 x 16.3 inch version for $299.

• The cover of the book is white with an embossed Apple logo on the 
front cover and “Designed by Apple in California” embossed on the 
spine 

• The book doesn’t contain any text.  It’s a collection of 450 photos 
starting with the first iMac in 1998 and ending with the Apple Pencil.

• Here’s a video describing the book.  
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Graphic Template
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Questions Submitted
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Question

•I would like to know a name of a good publishing program 
that I can use on my MAC to make cards. I have PrintMaster 
and it does not work very well
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Mac Publishing
• I don’t don’t have much experience in this, so I can’t help directly 

except to maybe point you towards some solutions

• If I wanted to do something like this, I would start with Pages.  
Pages allows you to easily combine graphics and text.

• Then, if Pages doesn’t do the trick, the Mac App store has a $20 
program called Swift Publisher 4 which is rated 4+ out of 5
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Pages
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Swift Publisher 4
•Has over 300 pre-designed templates

•You can import photos from Photos, iPhoto or Aperture

• It contains over 2,000 Clipart Images, photos, and illustrations

• It has the ability to create flowing text boxes, and vertical and circle 
text tools

•You can print booklets and have the page numbers display correctly

• Export to PNG,  TIFF,  JPEG,  EPS, and PDF:  Export your projects 
to the most popular image formats and send them to a print shop
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Swift Publisher 4
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Question

•I’d like a class just focused on editing videos to create movies with 
iMovie and Photos from the Cloud/Library and from the 
computer, including importing from iPhone or camera to desktop, 
editing and converting to DVD, etc.
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iMovie

•This is another area that I only have a casual knowledge.  I’ve 
played with it, but not extensively enough or recent enough to 
be able to conduct a class on it.  Some thoughts:

• Apple does have workshops from time to time on this topic

• There are a number of iMovie Tutorial apps in the Mac App 
store

• There are a lot books on this subject as well (Make sure the 
book or app is for iMovie version 10)
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iMovie Christiana Mall
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iMovie Apps
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iMovie Books
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Another Alternative
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Question

•Talk about cybersecurity
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Cybersecurity

• I talked about this in last months October’s meeting  

• Please review the PDF version of the talk

• If there are specific areas where you’d like more information, let 
me know
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Question

•Could you discuss what IOS 10 can do that IOS 9 
cannot?
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iOS 10

• I’ve covered the new features of iOS10 extensively in both my 
June and September presentations

• You can find my presentation from the emails I send out or use 
the Senior Surfers web site in the Apple section

•You can also go to Apple web site, click on iPhone, then iOS 10 
and you’ll get a very good overview of iOS 10
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Senior Surfer Web Site
Apple Tab
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Question
•I have a question about how to add a figure (like an 

arrow or an oval) to an imported picture and then 
chang it’s direction and color
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Markup Text Bar 
(Left to Right)

•Draw a line

• Insert an object (lines, ovals, circles, boxes, etc…)

• Insert a Text Box

• Line thickness

• Line color

• Fill color

• Font
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Graphic Template
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Question

•I have an Apple air.  When I go to open safari, two 
screens open. One on the right and one on the left. 

•Why does this happen? 
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Split View
•You have inadvertently opened up the Split View feature of Safari 

which is new in iOS 10

• To use Split View you must be in landscape mode

• To create a Split View you can:

• Press and hold the tabs button and select open in Split view

• Press and hold a link on a page and select open in Split view

• Press and drag a tab down and to the right or left

• To cancel Split View either close the tab (hit the small x) or Press 
and hold the tabs button and select Merge all Tabs
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Graphic Template
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Graphic Template
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Graphic Template
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Graphic Template
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Graphic Template
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Graphic Template
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Graphic Template
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Graphic Template
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Graphic Template
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Question
•My Apple products are connected, so that means the 

two laptops, iPad and iPhone all get the photos. But so 
does my husbands Mac. 

• I would like to remove the connection from the Mac 
but can't figure out how to do this. 

• Please explain.
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iCloud

•The reason your “Apple products are connected” (including the 
Mac) is that your photos are being synced through iCloud by 
PhotoStream or iCloud Photos

• To turn it off go to system preferences > iCloud  and select 
“options”

• Then, turn off both PhotoStream and iCloud Photos
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Graphic Template
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Question
•I think a lot of people would be interested in iCloud. I think it is 

easy to get iCloud, but what about syncing your various devices? 

•Another related question…
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Question
•My kids have gifted me with an Apple; iPad, iPhone and iWatch.   And 

with my MS tower; wifi service and router - all four devises "seem to" 
communicate with each other, every day I come home. 

• If I make one change to my contact list on any one of my three portable 
devices, at any time, no matter where I may be at that time; when I come 
home the change seems to occur automatically, via the router on all of 
devices including my MS tower, just when I walk into my apartment. 

• Is this true?  If so, I do not understand this technology. Is this proprietary 
Apple or MS or industry standards?
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iCloud

• iCloud is composed of Apple servers and iCloud can be used to 
sync your devices

•What you sync in iCloud is controlled in the Settings app in iOS 
and in System Preferences on the Mac

•You can sync:  Photos, Files, Contacts, Calendars, Reminders, 
Notes, etc…

•There is a Windows iCloud app that you can use to sync some 
settings on a Windows device
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Questions from the floor
• If you have a question, raise your hand

• I’ll take one question at a time and attempt to answer

• If I don’t know or if it’ll take too long to answer, I’ll 
defer it to another time

• If you can show us your issue on your iPhone or iPad, 
I’ll attempt to put it on the overhead so everyone can 
see it

• If anyone else can add anything, please raise your hand 
and feel free to contribute
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Thank You!

*Presentation produced on an iMAC using 
Apple’s Keynote software


